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Abstract: Unique identification and secure authentication are essential processes in various areas of application, e.g.
in e-Government, e-Health, or e-Business. During the past years several identity management-systems and
models have evolved. Many organizations and enterprises or even countries for their national eID solutions
rely on identity management-systems for securing their applications. Since more and more applications are
migrated into the cloud, secure identification and authentication are also vital in the cloud domain. How-
ever, cloud identity management-systems need to meet slightly different requirements than traditional identity
management-systems and thus cannot be clustered into the same model types or categories. Therefore, in this
paper we give an overview of different cloud identity management-models that have already emerged up to
now. We further compare these models based on selected criteria, e.g. on practicability and privacy aspects.

1 INTRODUCTION

Secure and reliable identity management (IdM) plays
a vital role in several security-sensitive areas of ap-
plications, e.g. in e-Government, e-Business, or
e-Health. An identity management-system helps
online applications to control access for users to
protected resources or services. However, identity
management is no new topic and several identity
management-approaches and systems have already
emerged over time. A comprehensive overview on
identity management-systems is given in (Bauer et al.,
2005).

Due to the increasing number of cloud comput-
ing adoption and the deployment of security-sensitive
cloud applications, secure identity management be-
comes also more and more important in the cloud do-
main. In addition, outsourcing identity management-
systems to the cloud can bring up several benefits
such as higher scalability or cost savings, since no
in-house infrastructure needs to be hosted and main-
tained. However, the field of cloud identity manage-
ment is still new and not extensively investigated yet.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to overview dif-
ferent cloud identity management-models, discuss ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the individual models,
provide a comprehensive survey, and finally compare
them based on selected criteria. The criteria for the
comparison have been selected by focusing on practi-
cability and privacy, since one of the main issues of

cloud computing is the loss of data protection and
privacy (Pearson and Benameur, 2010), (Zissis and
Lekkas, 2012), and (Sen, 2013).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
classifies existing traditional identity management-
models and their implementations. Section 3 surveys
existing cloud identity management-models and de-
scribes their benefits and drawbacks. These models
are compared in Section 4 based on selected criteria.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 TRADITIONAL IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT-MODELS

An identity management-system usually involves four
entities (Bertino and Takahashi, 2011). A service
provider (SP) provides different online services to
users. Before being allowed to consume such ser-
vices, a user has to successfully identify and authen-
ticate. Therefore, the user usually identifies and au-
thenticates at a so-called identity provider (IdP). The
identity provider is then in charge of providing the
users identity data and supplementary authentication
results to the service provider in a secure way. Fi-
nally, a control party, which is usually a law or regula-
tion enforcing body, needs to investigate identity data
transactions, e.g. for data protection reasons. Hence,
main purpose of such control party is auditing. Figure
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1 illustrates the communication process in an identity
management-system including all four entities.

Figure 1: Entities involved in an identity management-
system

Over time, several identity models involving these
four entities and supporting similar but slightly dif-
ferent use cases have evolved. Some of these mod-
els have advantages in scalability, others in privacy or
user control. In the following subsections we briefly
describe the most important models based on the work
of (Cao and Yang, 2010), (Dabrowski and Pacyna,
2008), (Dbrowski and Pacyna, 2008), (Jøsang et al.,
2005), (Jøsang and Pope, 2005), (Jøsang et al., 2007),
and (Palfrey and Gasser, 2007). For simplicity, we
skip a discussion of the control party in all subsequent
models because its functionality remains the same in
all models.

2.1 Isolated Model

The isolated model is basically the simplest tradi-
tional identity model. In this model, the service
provider and identity provider merge, hence identi-
fication and authentication are directly carried out at
the service provider. In addition, the functionality of
the identity management-system (creating, maintain-
ing, or deleting identities) can only be used by this
specific service provider. If a user wants to access ser-
vices of another service provider, she needs to register
at the other service providers identity management-
system again. This further means that each individual
service provider has to store and maintain the identity
data and credentials of the user separately. While this
still may not be a huge burden for service providers,
the diversity of credentials for accessing various ser-
vice providers may become unmanageable for users
(Jøsang and Pope, 2005). This model can still be
found by service providers on the Internet.

2.2 Central Model

The central identity model avoids diverse identity
management-systems, where the user has to register
separately. Instead, the identity management-system
is outsourced by several service providers to a central
identity provider. The identity provider takes over all
identity-related functionality for the service provider,
including credential issuance, identification and au-
thentication, and the management of the identity life-
cycle in general (Bertino and Takahashi, 2011). Fur-
thermore, in this model users’ identity data are stored
in a central repository at the identity provider and ser-
vice providers do not need to maintain identity data
in their own repositories (Cao and Yang, 2010). For
authentication at a service provider, the user has to
identify and authenticate at the identity provider be-
fore. The identity provider then assembles a token
including all necessary identity and authentication in-
formation of the user and transmits it to the service
provider1. (Jøsang et al., 2005) further distinguish the
domain model for the identifier used. In the common
identifier model one and the same identifier is used
for identification at all service providers. In contrast
to that, in the meta identifier domain model separate
identifiers are used for identification at the individ-
ual service providers. However, all separate identi-
fiers map to a common meta identifier at the identity
provider to uniquely identify the user. Typical exam-
ples implementing this approach are Kerberos (Neu-
man et al., 2005) or the Central Authentication Ser-
vice (CAS)2.

2.3 User-Centric Model

While in the central model all identity data of the user
are stored in the domain of the identity provider, in the
user-centric model all identity data are stored directly
in the users domain, e.g. on a secure token such as a
smart card. The main advantage of this model is that
the user always remains the owner of her identity data
and stays under their full control (Dbrowski and Pa-
cyna, 2008). Identity data can only be transferred by
an identity provider to a service provider if the user
explicitly gives her consent to do so. Compared to
the central model, this tremendously increases users’
privacy. (Jøsang and Pope, 2005) discuss in detail
this user-centric approach. Typical examples imple-
menting this model are Windows CardSpace3 or var-

1Different approaches exist; hence identity data can be
either pushed to or pulled from the service provider.

2http://www.jasig.org/cas
3http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/

vstudio/ms733090\%28v\=vs.90\%29.aspx



ious national eID solutions such as the Austrian cit-
izen card (Leitold et al., 2002) or the German eID
(Frommm and Hoepner, 2011).

2.4 Federated Model

In the federated model identity data are not stored in
a central repository but are rather stored distributed
across different identity and/or service providers. No
single entity is fully controlling the identity informa-
tion (Palfrey and Gasser, 2007). The distributed iden-
tity data of a particular user are linked usually by the
help of a common identifier4. All identity providers
and service providers, which take part in such a fed-
eration, share a common trust relationship amongst
each other. The trust relationship is usually estab-
lished on organizational level whereas enforcement is
carried out on technical level. This federated model
particularly supports identification and authentication
across different domains, which paves the way for
cross-domain single sign-on (Cao and Yang, 2010).
Popular examples of this approach are the Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML)5, Shibboleth6,
or WS-Federation (Kaler and McIntosh, 2009).

3 CLOUD IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT-MODELS

Cloud computing is currently still one of the most
emerging trends in the IT sector. Many applications
are already migrated to the cloud because of its ben-
efits such as cost savings, scalability, or less main-
tenance efforts (Armbrust et al., 2009). Due to the
increasing number of cloud applications, secure iden-
tity management is equally important for cloud ap-
plications as for traditional web applications. Hence,
new cloud identity management-models have already
emerged, which particularly take the properties of
cloud computing into account. (Cloud Security Al-
liance, 2011), (Cox, 2012), (Gopalakrishnan, 2009),
(Goulding, 2010), or (Zwattendorfer et al., 2013) al-
ready describe cloud identity management-models in
their publications. We take these publications as a
basis to give an overview of different existing cloud
identity management-models. In the following sub-
sections we describe the individual models in more
detail and explain how and where identities are stored
and managed.

4It is not necessary that the common identifier is shared.
Different identifiers mapping to the same user are also pos-
sible (Cao and Yang, 2010).

5http://saml.xml.org
6http://shibboleth.net

3.1 Identity in the Cloud-Model

The Identity in the Cloud-Model is similar to the iso-
lated identity model described in Section 2.1. Again,
identity provider and service provider merge also in
this model. This means for the cloud case that the
cloud service provider, which hosts the application, is
also responsible for the identity management. Figure
2 illustrates this model.

Figure 2: Identity in the Cloud-Model

Identity data of users, who are accessing the cloud
application, are directly stored in the domain of the
cloud service provider. Hence, the user has actu-
ally no control which data are processed in the cloud.
Cloud service providers which already use this model
for their Software as a Service (SaaS) applications
are for instance Google or Salesforce.com. They of-
fer their own user management to their customers for
managing their own identities. The main advantage
of this model is that organizations do not need to host
and maintain their own identity management-system
but can simply rely on an existing one, which will be
maintained by the cloud service provider. Needless
to say that costs can be decreased at an organization
when applying this model. However, the use of this
model also shifts responsibility in terms of security
and privacy to the cloud service provider and the orga-
nization more or less looses control over the identity
data stored and managed in the cloud.

3.2 Identity to the Cloud-Model

The Identity to the Cloud-Model is similar to the tra-
ditional central identity model. Also in this model,
the identity provider takes over the tasks regarding
identity management for the service provider. How-



ever, the main difference in this model is that the
service provider and its applications are cloud-based.
This further means that in this model the identity
provider is not deployed in the cloud, which avoids
unnecessary identity data disclosure to a cloud ser-
vice provider. Figure 3 illustrates the Identity to the
Cloud-Model.

Figure 3: Identity to the Cloud-Model

In more detail, the complete user and identity
management is still hosted by the organization e.g.
in one of its data centers. Before gaining access to
a cloud application, users have to authenticate at the
identity provider first. After that, the identity provider
transfers appropriate identity and authentication data
to the cloud service provider through well-defined and
standardized interfaces. Google or Salesforce.com,
for instance, rely on SAML, OpenID7, or OAuth8 for
these interfaces and external identity provisioning.

Appliance of this model has the advantage that an
existing identity management-infrastructure of an or-
ganization can be re-used. Users are identified and
authenticated at the cloud application by the use of
this external identity management-system. No new
user management has to be created or migrated to the
cloud service provider. The organization remains un-
der control of the identity data and provides it to the
cloud service provider just on demand. However, in-
teroperability issues may arise due to the use of ex-
ternal interfaces. For instance, a common agreement
on the attributes transferred (e.g. format or seman-
tic) between the identity provider and the cloud ser-
vice provider must be given. In addition, the identity
provider must support the interface provided by the
cloud service provider.

7http://openid.net
8http://oauth.net

3.3 Identity from the Cloud-Model

The Identity from the Cloud-Model fully features the
cloud computing paradigm. In this case, both the
cloud application and the identity provider are oper-
ated in the cloud. However, in contrast to the Iden-
tity in the Cloud-Model of Section 3.1 both enti-
ties are operated by distinct cloud service providers.
Since identities are provided as a service from the
cloud, this model is also named ”Identity as a Service
Model” (Ates et al., 2011). Google or Facebook are
for instance such providers, when using the authenti-
cation functionality for other services than their own
(Google Accounts Authentication and Authorization9

or Facebook Login10). Figure 4 illustrates this model.

Figure 4: Identity from the Cloud-Model

By applying this model, an organization can ben-
efit from the pure cloud computing advantages such
as high scalability or elasticity. Besides that, com-
pared to the previous cloud identity management-
models the advantage of this model is the separation
of cloud service providers. In this model, organiza-
tions can select their preferred identity provider in the
cloud. This is particularly important because the or-
ganization needs to trust the identity provider, which
is responsible for the organization’s identity and user
management. Organizations must be careful in cloud
service provider selection, as e.g. legal implications
such as data protection regulations might hinder the
selection of a provider which stores identity data in a
foreign country.

3.4 Cloud Identity Broker-Model

The Cloud Identity Broker-Model can be seen as
an extension to the Identity from the Cloud-Model.
In this Cloud Identity Broker-Model, the identity
provider in the cloud acts now as an identity broker

9https://developers.google.com/accounts
10https://developers.facebook.com/docs/

facebook-login



in the cloud. In other words, the cloud identity bro-
ker is some kind of hub between one or more service
providers and one or more identity providers. Figure
5 illustrates this model.

Figure 5: Cloud Identity Broker-Model

The basic idea behind this model is to decouple
the service provider from integrating and connect-
ing a vast amount of identity providers. If no bro-
ker is used, a single service provider has to imple-
ment all interfaces for communication with the indi-
vidual identity providers if the service provider wants
to support them. By applying the broker concept, the
identity broker hides the complexity of the individ-
ual identity providers from the service provider. This
further means that the service provider just needs to
implement one interface, namely the one to the iden-
tity broker. All other interfaces are encapsulated by
the identity broker and tailored or mapped to the ser-
vice provider’s interface. In addition, for the ser-
vice provider only one strong trust relationship be-
tween the service provider and the identity broker is
required. All other trust relationships with the indi-
vidual identity providers are ”brokered” by the iden-
tity broker. Deploying the broker in the cloud makes
this model even more powerful. Due to the cloud
advantages of nearly unlimited computing resources
and scalability, a high number of active connections
and identification/authentication processes at the bro-
ker can be easily absorbed by the cloud.

Nevertheless, still some disadvantages can be
found in this model. One disadvantage is that both
the user and the service provider are dependent on
the functionality the cloud identity broker supports. If
the identity broker does not support the desired iden-
tity provider the user wants to use for authentication,

the service provider cannot provide its services to the
user. Furthermore, if the broker does not support the
communication interface to the service provider any-
more, the service provider is cut off from any other
identity provider. However, probably the main is-
sue is that identity data runs through the cloud iden-
tity broker in plaintext. As already mentioned before,
privacy issues concerning the cloud service provider
might hinder adoption of this cloud-based identity
management-service (Pearson and Benameur, 2010).

The Cloud Identity Broker-Model has already
been implemented by some organizations. McAfee
Cloud Single Sign On11, the SkIDentity12 implemen-
tation, or the Cloud ID Broker13 of Fugen are just
a few examples. Further details on this model can
be found in (Cloud Security Alliance, 2011), (Huang
et al., 2010), or (Zwattendorfer et al., 2013).

3.5 Federated Cloud Identity
Broker-Model

The Federated Cloud Identity Broker-Model com-
bines the traditional federated identity model with the
newly Cloud Identity Broker-Model. This combined
model has been introduced by (Zwattendorfer et al.,
2013) and aims on eliminating the drawbacks of the
central Cloud Identity Broker-Model. The general ar-
chitecture is illustrated in Figure 6, showing the fed-
eration of two different cloud identity brokers.

Compared to the simple Cloud Identity Broker-
Model, in this federated model users and service
providers do not need to rely on one and the same
identity broker. Actually, both the user and the ser-
vice provider can rely on the individual broker of their
choice. This eliminates the drawback for both the
user and the service provider of being dependent on
the same identity broker. On the one hand, users can
simply select the identity broker that supports all their
desired identity providers (Identity Broker 1 in Figure
6). On the other hand, service providers can select the
broker that e.g. supports a specific communication
interface (Identity Broker 2 in Figure 6). Hence, re-
ferring to Figure 6 the communication process flow
between identity provider and service provider is bro-
kered through the two Identity Brokers 1 and 2.

While this model eliminates some problems of the
Cloud Identity Broker-Model, the issue of plain iden-
tity data transfer between and through cloud service

11http://www.mcafee.com/us/products/
cloud-single-sign-on.aspx

12http://www.skidentity.com
13http://fugensolutions.com/cloud-id-broker.

html



Figure 6: Federated Cloud Identity Broker-Model

providers still persists. To bypass such privacy issue,
the following two models had been introduced.

3.6 BlindIdM-Model

The BlindIdM-Model has been introduced by (Nuñez
et al., 2013) and (Nuñez and Agudo, ress)14 and can
also be seen as an extension and alteration of the Iden-
tity from the Cloud-Model. The basic idea is princi-
pally the same, however, this model enables identity
data storage and data processing also by semi-trusted
identity providers15 in the cloud. In fact, the identity
provider in the cloud can provide identity data to ser-
vice providers without actually knowing the contents
of these data. Hence, the identity provider provides
these data in a blind manner (Nuñez et al., 2013). This
particularly preserves users’ privacy, as only blinded
data is transferred through the cloud identity provider
and the cloud provider has no possibility to inspect
these data.

The identity data being transferred are actually
blinded by using a proxy re-encryption scheme16

(Green and Ateniese, 2007) (Ateniese et al., 2006).
In more detail, during identity management setup and

14a similar approach has been introduced by (Zwatten-
dorfer and Slamanig, 2013a)

15A semi-trusted identity provider is an identity provider
that works correctly but may be interested in inspecting pri-
vate data. In other words, the identity provider acts honest
but curious.

16By using proxy re-encryption a semi-trusted proxy can
alter a ciphertext, which has been encrypted for person A,
in such a way that it can be decrypted by person B. Thereby,
the proxy gains no access to the plaintext of the data.

user registration the organization stores the users’
identity data in encrypted format at the cloud identity
provider. Thereby, the private key is kept confidential
by the organization, hence the cloud provider is not
able to decrypt the stored identity data. In addition,
the organization generates a re-encryption key for the
identity provider17, which allows the re-encryption
from the stored data encrypted for the cloud iden-
tity provider into other encrypted data, which how-
ever can be decrypted by the service provider. During
an authentication process, the cloud identity provider
then just re-encrypts the desired identity data of the
user for the service provider. The practical applica-
bility of the BlindIdM-Model has been shown by an
implementation in connection with OpenID (Nuñez
et al., 2012).

3.7 Privacy-Preserving Federated
Cloud Identity Broker-Model

The main aim of this model is – similar to the
BlindIdM-Model – an improved privacy-preservation
for the user. Thereby, the same concept of ”blinding”
identity data is applied to the basic Federated Cloud
Identity Broker-Model. Hence, this model com-
bines the advantages of the Federated Cloud Identity
Broker-Model with the advantages of the BlindIdM-
Model. Furthermore, this model can again be applied
when having semi-trusted cloud identity brokers. The

17For generating a re-encryption key, the organization
requires its private key and the public key of the service
provider.



general concept of this model has been introduced by
(Zwattendorfer, 2014).

The general concept of this model is similar to the
BlindIdM-Model because also proxy re-encryption is
used for protecting identity data from the cloud ser-
vice providers. However, the main differences are
that the data can also be stored encrypted at non-
cloud identity providers and that the data can also be
encrypted by the user and not only by an organiza-
tion. In addition – which is the basic concept of this
federated model – there are two re-encryption steps
required, since identity data needs to flow at least
through two cloud identity brokers. For instance, lets
assume that the user has stored some identity data,
which are encrypted for Identity Broker 1, at an iden-
tity provider. To successfully run such a privacy-
preserving authentication process, the user addition-
ally has to generate two re-encryption keys (One for
the direction Identity Broker 1 → Identity Broker 2
and one for the direction Identity Broker 2 → ser-
vice provider) and issues them to the respective en-
tities. Finally, after successful authentication at the
identity provider, identity data are transferred through
the chain identity provider → Identity Broker 1 →
Identity Broker 2 → service provider by applying
proxy re-encryption in the last two steps (The iden-
tity data was already encrypted for Identity Broker
1 during storage at the identity provider, hence only
two instead of three re-encryption steps are required).
An application of this model can be found in (Zwat-
tendorfer and Slamanig, 2013b), where parts of the
STORK18 framework are realized using this architec-
ture to enhance scalability by ensuring users’ privacy
at the same time.

4 COMPARISON OF CLOUD
IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT-MODELS

In this section we evaluate, discuss, and compare the
various cloud identity management-models based on
different criteria. Comparison criteria are defined in
the following Subsection 4.1 whereas the comparison
itself is elaborated in Subsection 4.2.

4.1 Comparison Criteria

The following criteria act as a basis for comparing the
various cloud identity management-models. Some of
the comparison criteria were selected or derived from

18Secure Identity Across Borders Linked, https://
www.eid-stork.eu/

(Cao and Yang, 2010), (Nuñez et al., 2013), and (Bir-
rell and Schneider, 2013). The selected criteria tar-
get aspects of different areas (e.g. general architec-
ture, trust, privacy, etc.). The diversity of the criteria
was deliberately considered to give a comprehensive
overview on the different cloud identity management-
models.

Number of SPs supported: Is the model limited to
one SP or can multiple SPs be supported?

Number of IdPs supported: Is the model limited to
one IdP or can multiple IdPs be supported?

Trust domains: Is authentication supported only
within a single trust domain or also across differ-
ent trust domains?

Trust model: Is a direct trust model or a brokered
trust model applied?

Trust in the cloud IdP/identity broker: Must the
cloud identity provider/identity broker be trusted
or can they be semi-trusted?

Single sign-on (SSO): Can the model support single
sign-on (SSO)?

Storage location of identity data: Where are users’
identity data stored?

Scalability: Is the model applicable in a large scale?

Extensibility: Is the model easily extensible, e.g. by
adding new service providers?

Governance framework: Is a governance frame-
work involving several entities required?

Cost effectiveness: Is the model cost effective?

Confidentiality: Does the identity data stay confi-
dential at the identity provider/identity broker?

Minimal/Selective disclosure: Can the user select
the amount of identity data to be disclosed to the
identity provider/service provider?

User control: Does the user have full control over
her identity data?

Unlinkability: Is the user unlinkable to the identity
provider/identity broker? In other words, are dif-
ferent authentication processes of the same user
linkable?

Anonymity: Can the user stay anonymous with re-
spect to the identity provider/identity broker?

4.2 Comparison

In this section we compare the individual cloud iden-
tity management-models with respect to the prior
defined criteria. Table 1 shows and summarizes
this comparison. For some comparisons we use



qualitative arguments, for others quantitative argu-
ments (low, medium, high), and for the rest simply
boolean (e.g. yes/no for being applicable or not) ar-
guments. The options marked in bolt indicate the re-
spective best option (only applicable for quantitative
and boolean values). The underlying principle for all
comparisons (in particular for those that are related to
privacy such as confidentiality, minimal/selective dis-
closure, etc.) is that we assume an identity provider or
an identity broker deployed in the cloud acting hon-
est but curious (thus being semi-trusted). In contrast
to that we assume applications in the cloud and their
hosting service providers as being trusted, as they
anyhow require users’ identity data for service pro-
visioning.

In the following we discuss the various models
based on the individual criteria.

Number of SPs supported: Since in the Identity in
the Cloud-Model the service provider and the
identity provider are the same entity, the identity
provider can only serve one service provider. All
other models have no such restriction and thus can
provide multiple service providers with identity
data.

Number of IdPs supported: Only those models that
rely on a broker-based approach are able to deal
with multiple connected identity providers. All
others just include one identity provider. Dealing
with multiple identity providers has the advantage
that a user can simply select her preferred identity
provider for an authentication process. Different
identity providers can have different identity data
stored or support different qualities in the authen-
tication mechanisms. This allows users to select
the identity provider satisfying best the needs for
authentication at a service provider.

Trust domains: The broker-based models support
authentication across multiple trust domains, as
multiple entities are involved during an authenti-
cation process. All others support authentication
in single domains only.

Trust model: Again, all models which rely on an
identity broker also feature a brokered trust
model, hence the trust relationships are seg-
mented. All other models rely on a direct or
pairwise trust model, as only the service provider
and the identity provider communicate with each
other during an authentication process. A clear
statement which model has more advantages can-
not be made. Both have their benefits and draw-
backs, however, details on the individual models
can be found in (Linn et al., 2004).

Trust in the cloud IdP/identity broker: For the

two models (BlindIdM-Model and Privacy-
Preserving Federated Cloud Identity Broker-
Model), which rely on proxy re-encryption for
securing the data during cloud transmission, it is
sufficient when the identity provider/identity bro-
ker is considered semi-trusted. In all other cloud
identity models the identity provider/identity
broker must be trusted.

Single sign-on (SSO): In fact, all models that can
handle multiple service providers are principally
applicable to support single sign-on. This means,
that only the Identity in the Cloud-Model cannot
support a simplified log-in process.

Storage location of identity data: In the Identity to
the Cloud-Model identity data are stored on a
single external identity provider, which is ca-
pable of providing identity to the cloud ap-
plication through a well-defined interface. In
the broker-based models, identity data can be
stored distributed across multiple different iden-
tity providers, being either deployed in the cloud
or in a conventional data center. However, the dif-
ferent identity providers could also have identity
data stored redundantly, i.e. the same attribute
name/value-pair is stored at different providers.
No identity data are actually stored at the iden-
tity broker. In the remaining cloud identity mod-
els identity data are stored directly at the cloud
identity provider.

Scalability: The Identity to the Cloud-Model has the
lowest scalability, as an external identity provider
is usually not designed for dealing with high
load activities. In addition, an external iden-
tity provider has not that flexibility or elasticity
that an identity provider deployed in a cloud has.
Hence, such cloud identity providers (Identity in
the Cloud-Model, Identity from the Cloud-Model,
and BlindIdM-Model) have higher scalability fea-
tures. Although in these three models the iden-
tity provider/identity broker is deployed in the
cloud, we rated the models with just medium level
scalability. The reason is that with the broker-
based models load can additionally be distributed
to other identity providers and thus is not bundled
at one single provider. Hence, the broker-based
models achieve the highest scalability.

Extensibility: The Identity in the Cloud-Model can-
not be extended because service provider and
identity provider are one and the same entity. The
Identity to the Cloud-Model, the Identity from the
Cloud-Model, and the BlindIdM-Model can be ex-
tended to integrate additional service providers.
Nevertheless, the broker-based models have the



Table 1: Comparison of the individual cloud identity management-models based on selected criteria

Criterion /
Model

Identity in the
Cloud-Model

Identity to the
Cloud-Model

Identity from
the Cloud-
Model

Cloud Iden-
tity Broker-
Model

Federated
Cloud Iden-
tity Broker-
Model

BlindIdM-
Model

Privacy-
Preserving
Federated
Cloud Iden-
tity Broker-
Model

Number of SPs
supported

One Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple

Number of
IdPs supported

One One One Multiple Multiple One Multiple

Trust domains One One One Multiple Multiple One Multiple
Trust model Direct Direct Direct Brokered Brokered Direct Brokered
Trust in
the cloud
IdP/identity
broker

Trusted Trusted Trusted Trusted Trusted Semi-Trusted Semi-Trusted

Single sign-on
(SSO)

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Storage loca-
tion of identity
data

Cloud identity
provider

External iden-
tity provider

Cloud identity
provider

Cloud iden-
tity provider
and exter-
nal identity
provider

Cloud iden-
tity provider
and exter-
nal identity
provider

Cloud identity
provider

Cloud iden-
tity provider
and exter-
nal identity
provider

Scalability Medium Low Medium High High Medium High
Extensibility Low Medium Medium High High Medium High
Governance
framework

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cost effective-
ness

Medium Medium Medium High High Medium High

Confidentiality No No No No No Yes Yes
Minimum/Selective
disclosure

No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

User Control No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
Unlinkability No No No No No No Yes
Anonymity No No No No No Yes Yes

best extensibility as from their nature the general
aim is to support multiple service providers and
identity providers.

Governance framework: The non-broker-based
cloud identity models do not require an extensive
governance framework as only a simple pairwise
(direct) trust model applies. In the broker-based
concepts a thorough governance framework is re-
quired as multiple providers have to interact. For
the privacy-preserving models (BlindIdM-Model
and Privacy-Preserving Federated Cloud Identity
Broker-Model) the governance framework gets
even more complex, as encryption keys have to
be managed for the individual entities.

Cost effectiveness: The broker-based models have
the highest cost effectiveness, since the identity
brokers are deployed in the cloud and addition-
ally multiple identity providers can be connected
and re-used. Due to the re-use of existing external
identity providers, costs can be saved. The same

arguments also hold for the Identity to the Cloud-
Model, where an existing identity management-
system through an external interface is re-used for
identity data provisioning. However, this model
cannot benefit from the advantages of an identity
provider in the cloud deployment, which leads to
medium cost effectiveness only. All other models
also have medium cost effectiveness, as the iden-
tity provider is deployed in the cloud but no exist-
ing identity providers can be re-used.

Confidentiality: Only the BlindIdM-Model and the
Privacy-Preserving Federated Cloud Identity
Broker-Model support confidentiality with respect
to the cloud service provider because the iden-
tity data transferred through the cloud service
provider are encrypted. In comparison, in all other
cloud identity models identity data are routed in
plaintext through the cloud service provider that
hosts the cloud identity provider/identity broker.

Minimum/Selective disclosure: For evaluating this



criterion we assume that minimum/selective dis-
closure is only possible at trusted identity
providers. Hence, this feature is only supported
where external (and trusted) identity providers are
part of the model. These are the broker-based
models as well as the Identity to the Cloud-Model.
All other models rely on cloud identity providers
only.

User control: Again, for evaluating this criterion we
assume that full user-control is only possible at
trusted identity providers. Therefore, the same re-
sults as for the comparison with respect to mini-
mum/selective disclosure apply.

Unlinkability: The user – in fact – is only un-
linkable with respect to the identity broker in
the Privacy-Preserving Federated Cloud Identity
Broker-Model. The reasons are that, on the one
hand, the identity broker just sees encrypted data
and, on the other hand, that the encrypted data
can be randomized if certain proxy re-encryption
schemes such as from (Ateniese et al., 2006) are
used. The randomization feature allows to pro-
vide the identity broker with different ciphertexts
during different authentication processes although
the containing plaintext data remains the same.
Hence, this avoids user linkage during different
authentication processes of the same user. Al-
though the BlindIdm-Model supports proxy re-
encryption too, the randomization feature has no
effect in this case because the encrypted data are
directly stored at the cloud identity provider. If the
user wants to update her encrypted identity data at
the cloud identity provider, she must somehow be
linkable. All other models also do not support un-
linkability because identity data flows through the
identity provider/identity broker in plaintext.

Anonymity: The only two models that support
anonymity with respect to the identity broker are
the BlindIdM-Model and the Privacy-Preserving
Federated Cloud Identity Broker-Model. In these
two models the identity data are fully hidden from
the identity broker due to encryption. Even if
the user is linkable, the broker cannot reveal the
user’s identity. In all other models anonymity with
respect to the identity provider/identity broker is
not possible because identity data are processed
in plaintext.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the comparison and discussion of the differ-
ent cloud identity management-models it can be con-

cluded that the Privacy-Preserving Federated Cloud
Identity Broker-Model does the best with respect to
the selected criteria. It supports the main basic func-
tions like all other cloud identity models but addition-
ally tremendously increases users’ privacy. However,
application of this model is also more complex than
the others. Reasons are the support of authentication
across several domains of multiple identity providers
and service providers and the incorporation of pri-
vacy features due to the use of proxy re-encryption.
Furthermore, the use of proxy re-encryption requires
a thorough key management, which implies the ne-
cessity of an appropriate governance framework. In
addition, the brokered trust model might be a block-
ing issue for further adoption of this model as liabil-
ity is shifted to the intermediary components (iden-
tity brokers). However, in general the broker-based
cloud identity management-models have more advan-
tages than the simple cloud identity management-
models. Nevertheless, the use of any cloud identity
management-model is advantageous compared to tra-
ditional identity management-models as they provide
higher scalability and better cost effectiveness due to
the cloud computing features.
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